Category: The Mini-Kore Pendant can be completely modularized with a variety of unique, contemporary Gems and Shades. Designers can specify one of Tegan’s Gems and/or shades or design their own unique concepts. Mini-Kore Pendants can mount to a variety of Monopoints with Remote Power Supplies.


Monopoint Finish: Brushed Aluminum (AL), Matte Black (BLK), Matte White (WH).

Mini-Kore Finish: Anodized Aluminum (AL), Anodized Black (BLK). Contact factory for Bronze and other special order anodized finishes. 88” (2.23m) field-cuttable Black SJ Cord Supplied with the Black finish and Clear SJ Cord supplied with Aluminum finish. Optional Field-Cuttable Stems: 79” (2m) for Anodized Aluminum (AL) and Anodized Black (BLK) finish.

Shade: Mini-Kore Pendant is a modular concept. Tegan offers a wide variety of shades in unique materials, or design your own shade. Labyrinth shades can be ordered in custom colors, shapes and scales up to 20” dia. Contact factory for details on special order Labyrinth and any other shades.

Source: High wattage array Cree LED, 2-Step Macadam. LED - 14W @ 1200 Lumens (see “Optics” section below) with 3000K 82-85 CRI typical. All values are initial lumens. For exact lumen output and wattage consumption data, please consult Photometrics reports. Online power consumption does not include driver losses. Contact factory for 2700K, 3500K, 4000K or 90 CRI.

Power Supplies: 24VDC Drivers, Non-Dimming or 0-10V Dimming. Refer to 24VDC Driver Specsheet for details.

Optics: Lumens: 1251 for Candelabra Gem, No Shade. Refer to photometrics for the shades.

Installation: Mini-Kore Pendant: Refer to the Mini-Kore Installation Sheet. Monopoint: Refer to the Monopoint Installation Sheet. Note: Use a Universal Sloped Ceiling Adapter (USCA) on all Monopoints installed on a sloped ceiling.

Accessories: Universal Sloped Ceiling Adapter (USCA), Aluminum (AL), Black (BLK) or White (WH) finish. Contact factory for field-cuttable Anodized Aluminum or Anodized Black extension longer than 79” for Mini-Kore Stem.

Labels: ETL & CE Listed; Tested to UL 1574 - Issue: 2004/09/07 Ed: 3 Rev:2012/01/25 UL Standard for Safety Track Lighting Systems. IP20. Interior use only. In a continuing effort to offer the best product possible we reserve the right to change, without notice, specifications or materials. Technical specification sheets that appear on teganlighting.com are the most recent version and supersede all other versions that exist in any other printed or electronic form. 3 Year Warranty.
24VDC LED - Pendants

Mini-Kore on Monopoint Description/Catalog # - No Shade or Power Supply

Mini-Kore Pendants - No Shade - on Monopoints with Remote Power Supplies

Recessed Trimless Monopoint
SJ Cord
Mini-Kore Pendant, Aluminum/Black Finish, Candelabra Gem, SJ Cord 1, Recessed Trimless Monopoint, Aluminum/Black/White finish. 4,5
Cat. Code: MKP-AL/BLK-CAND-SJ-MPRTL-AL/BLK/WH

Mini-Kore Pendant, Aluminum/Black Finish, Cylinder Gem, SJ Cord 1, Recessed Trimless Monopoint, Aluminum/Black/White finish. 4,5

Stem
Mini-Kore Pendant, Aluminum/Black Finish, Candelabra Gem, Single Stem 2,3, Recessed Trimless Monopoint, Aluminum/Black/White finish. 4,5
Cat. Code: MKP-AL/BLK-CAND-SS-MPRTL-AL/BLK/WH

Mini-Kore Pendant, Aluminum/Black Finish, Cylinder Gem, Single Stem 2,3, Recessed Trimless Monopoint, Aluminum/Black/White finish. 4,5
Cat. Code: MKP-AL/BLK-CYL-SS-MPRTL-AL/BLK/WH

Recessed Flat Plate Monopoint
SJ Cord
Mini-Kore Pendant, Aluminum/Black Finish, Candelabra Gem, SJ Cord 1, Recessed Flat Plate Monopoint, Aluminum/Black/White finish. 4
Cat. Code: MKP-AL/BLK-CAND-SJ-MPRFP-AL/BLK/WH

Mini-Kore Pendant, Aluminum/Black Finish, Cylinder Gem, SJ Cord 1, Recessed Flat Plate Monopoint, Aluminum/Black/White finish. 4
Cat. Code: MKP-AL/BLK-CYL-SJ-MPRFP-AL/BLK/WH

Stem
Mini-Kore Pendant, Aluminum/Black Finish, Candelabra Gem, Single Stem 2,3, Recessed Flat Plate Monopoint, Aluminum/Black/White finish. 4
Cat. Code: MKP-AL/BLK-CAND-SS-MPRFP-AL/BLK/WH

Mini-Kore Pendant, Aluminum/Black Finish, Cylinder Gem, Single Stem 2,3, Recessed Flat Plate Monopoint, Aluminum/Black/White finish. 4
Cat. Code: MKP-AL/BLK-CYL-SS-MPRFP-AL/BLK/WH

Recessed Flat Plate Monopoint
SJ Cord
Mini-Kore Pendant, Aluminum/Black Finish, Candelabra Gem, SJ Cord 1, Panel Mount Monopoint, Aluminum/Black/White finish. 4
Cat. Code: MKP-AL/BLK-CAND-SJ-MPPM-AL/BLK/WH

Mini-Kore Pendant, Aluminum/Black Finish, Cylinder Gem, SJ Cord 1, Panel Mount Monopoint, Aluminum/Black/White finish. 4
Cat. Code: MKP-AL/BLK-CYL-SJ-MPPM-AL/BLK/WH

Stem
Mini-Kore Pendant, Aluminum/Black Finish, Candelabra Gem, Single Stem 2,3, Panel Mount Monopoint, Aluminum/Black/White finish. 4
Cat. Code: MKP-AL/BLK-CAND-SS-MPPM-AL/BLK/WH

Mini-Kore Pendant, Aluminum/Black Finish, Cylinder Gem, Single Stem 2,3, Panel Mount Monopoint, Aluminum/Black/White finish. 4
Cat. Code: MKP-AL/BLK-CYL-SS-MPPM-AL/BLK/WH

Universal Sloped Ceiling Adapter, Aluminum/Black/White Finish (USCA-AL/BLK/WH) 4

Monopoint Accessory - Ordered Separately
Universal Sloped Ceiling Adapter, Aluminum/Black/White Finish (USCA-AL/BLK/WH) 4

Notes:
1 88” Field Cuttable Clear or Black SJ Cord.
2 Field-cuttable 79” Stem for AL and BLK.
3 Contact factory for Anodized Aluminum (AL) or Anodized Black (BLK) extension for Mini-Kore Pendant stem.
4 Note: Use a Universal Sloped Ceiling Adapter (USCA) on all Monopoints installed on a sloped ceiling.
5 Trimless Monopoint ships with Monopoint Plug. Only the Plug is the finish specified. The Monopoint body is not visible once installed.
24VDC LED - Pendants

Mini-Kore mounted to Monopoint Description/Catalog # - No Shade or Power Supply (cont’d)

**Mini-Kore Pendants - No Shade -** on Monopoints with Remote Power Supplies

**Round J-Box Mount Monopoint**

**Sj Cord**

Mini-Kore Pendant, Aluminum/Black Finish, Candelabra Gem, SJ Cord ¹, Round J-Box Mount Monopoint, Aluminum/Black/White finish. ⁴

Mini-Kore Pendant, Aluminum/Black Finish, Cylinder Gem, SJ Cord ¹, Round J-Box Mount Monopoint, Aluminum/Black/White finish. ⁴

**Stem**

Mini-Kore Pendant, Aluminum/Black Finish, Candelabra Gem, Single Stem ²,³, Round J-Box Mount Monopoint, Aluminum/Black/White finish. ⁴

Mini-Kore Pendant, Aluminum/Black Finish, Cylinder Gem, Single Stem ²,³, Round J-Box Mount Monopoint, Aluminum/Black/White finish. ⁴

**Monopoint Accessory - Ordered Separately**

Universal Sloped Ceiling Adapter, Aluminum/Black/White Finish (USCA-AL/BLK/WH) ⁴

**3” Cantilever Monopoint**

**Sj Cord**

Mini-Kore Pendant, Aluminum/Black Finish, Candelabra Gem, SJ Cord ¹, 3” Cantilever Monopoint ⁵, Aluminum/Black finish.
Cat. Code: MKP-AL/BLK-CAND-SJ-CMP3-AL/BLK

Mini-Kore Pendant, Aluminum/Black Finish, Cylinder Gem, SJ Cord ¹, 3” Cantilever Monopoint ⁵, Aluminum/Black finish.
Cat. Code: MKP-AL/BLK-CYL-SJ-CMP3-AL/BLK

**Stem**

Mini-Kore Pendant, Aluminum/Black Finish, Candelabra Gem, Single Stem ²,³, 3” Cantilever Monopoint ⁵, Aluminum/Black finish.
Cat. Code: MKP-AL/BLK-CAND-SS-CMP3-AL/BLK

Mini-Kore Pendant, Aluminum/Black Finish, Cylinder Gem, Single Stem ²,³, 3” Cantilever Monopoint ⁵, Aluminum/Black finish.
Cat. Code: MKP-AL/BLK-CYL-SS-CMP3-AL/BLK

Notes:

¹ 88” Field Cuttable Clear or Black SJ Cord.
² Field-cuttable 79” Stem for AL and BLK.
³ Contact factory for Anodized Aluminum (AL) or Anodized Black (BLK) extension for Mini-Kore Pendant stem.
⁴ Note: Use a Universal Sloped Ceiling Adapter (USCA) on all Monopoints installed on a sloped ceiling.
⁵ Cantilever stem is not field-cuttable. Must be factory-cut to specified length.

**ADD A SHADE:**

**Mini-Kore Shades (ONLY) (add Cat. # to end of Mini-Kore Pendant Code) listed above.**

**Woven Yarn Shades**

Labyrinth Orb Shade, 6” Dia., Natural White/Flint/Deep Silver/Natural Hemp finish  
Cat. Code: LB-O-6-NW/FL/DS/NH

Labyrinth Orb Shade, 9” Dia., Natural White/Flint/Deep Silver/Natural Hemp finish  
Cat. Code: LB-O-9-NW/FL/DS/NH

**Cardboard Shades**

Karton Orb Shade, 6” Dia., Natural Cardboard finish  
Cat. Code: KTS-O-6-NC

Karton Orb Shade, 9” Dia., Natural Cardboard finish  
Cat. Code: KTS-O-9-NC

Karton Cylinder Shade, 8” H., Natural Cardboard finish  
Cat. Code: KTS-CYL-8-NC

Karton Conic Shade, 6” Dia., Natural Cardboard finish  
Cat. Code: KTS-CN-6-NC

**Frosted Glass Shades - Use with Candelabra Gem**

Vidro Orb Shade, 6” Dia., White Glass finish  
Cat. Code: VS-GL-O-6-WG¹

Vidro Orb Shade, 8” Dia., White Glass finish  
Cat. Code: VS-GL-O-8-WG¹

Vidro Orb Shade, 12” Dia., White Glass finish  
Cat. Code: VS-GL-O-12-WG¹

Vidro Orb Shade, 16” Dia., White Glass finish  
Cat. Code: VS-GL-O-16-WG¹

Vidro Cylinder Shade, 8” H., White Glass finish  
Cat. Code: VS-GL-CYL-8-WG¹

**Knitted Yarn Shades - Use with Candelabra Gem**

Knitted Orb Shade, 6” Dia., Uri/Lior/Ora finish  
Cat. Code: KN-O-6-URI/LIOR/ORÀ¹

Knitted Orb Shade, 8” Dia., Uri/Lior/Ora finish  
Cat. Code: KN-O-8-URI/LIOR/ORÀ¹

**Concrete Shades - Use with Candelabra Gem**

Benton Concrete Conic Shade, 4” Dia., Natural/White/Black Sorrel finish  
Cat. Code: BN-CN-4-N/WH/BLK/SRL

Benton Concrete Kappa Shade, 6” Dia., Natural/White/Black Sorrel finish  
Cat. Code: BN-KP-6-N/WH/BLK/SRL

Benton Concrete Cuboid Shade, 5” H., Natural/White/Black Sorrel finish  
Cat. Code: BN-CB-5-N/WH/BLK/SRL

Notes:

¹ Mini-Kore Pendant with Candelabra Gem recommended for Vidro & Knitted Shades for even distribution of light.
24VDC LED - Pendants

Mini-Kore Monopoint Systems - Remote Power Supply - No Shade or Power Supply

The Universal Sloped Ceiling Adapter allows for angle adjustment of any Spotlight when connected to a Monopoint installed on a sloped ceiling. Tilts 90° and rotates 360°. Brushed Aluminum (AL) finish. Black (BLK) and White (WH).
Labyrinth Orb Shades

6" Labyrinth Shade, Candelabra or Cylinder Gem with SJ Cord or Stem Options

9" Labyrinth Shade, Candelabra or Cylinder Gem with SJ Cord or Stem Options

Labyrinth - Orb - 6" Dia. - Natural White Finish (LB-O-6-NW)
Labyrinth - Orb - 6" Dia. - Deep Silver Finish (LB-O-6-DS)
Labyrinth - Orb - 6" Dia. - Flint Finish (LB-O-6-FL)
Labyrinth - Orb - 6" Dia. - Natural Hemp (LB-O-6-NH)

Labyrinth - Orb - 9" Dia. - Natural White Finish (LB-O-9-NW)
Labyrinth - Orb - 9" Dia. - Deep Silver Finish (LB-O-9-DS)
Labyrinth - Orb - 9" Dia. - Flint Finish (LB-O-9-FL)
Labyrinth - Orb - 9" Dia. - Natural Hemp (LB-O-9-NH)
Karton Shades

1. **Karton-Cylinder-8” Ht x 4” Dia. - Natural Cardboard Finish (KTS-CYL-8-NC)**
   - Stem: 2.47m (97.5”)
   - Ø6mm (1/4”)
   - Opening: 102mm (4”)
   - Ø152mm (6”)
   - Length: 165mm (6 1/3”)

2. **Karton-Cylinder-9” Dia. - Natural Cardboard Finish (KTS-CYL-9-NC)**
   - Stem: 2.47m (97.5”)
   - Ø6mm (1/4”)
   - Opening: 152mm (6”)
   - Ø108mm (4 1/4”)
   - Length: 165mm (6 1/3”)

3. **Karton-Conic-6” Dia. - Natural Cardboard Finish (KT-CN-6-NC)**
   - Stem: 2.47m (97.5”)
   - Ø6mm (1/4”)
   - Opening: 102mm (4”)
   - Ø152mm (6”)
   - Length: 165mm (6 1/3”)

4. **Karton-Orb-6” Dia. - Natural Cardboard Finish (KT-O-6-NC)**
   - Stem: 2.47m (97.5”)
   - Ø6mm (1/4”)
   - Opening: 102mm (4”)
   - Ø152mm (6”)
   - Length: 165mm (6 1/3”)

5. **Karton-Orb-9” dia. - Natural Cardboard Finish (KT-O-9-NC)**
   - Stem: 2.47m (97.5”)
   - Ø6mm (1/4”)
   - Opening: 152mm (6”)
   - Ø108mm (4 1/4”)
   - Length: 165mm (6 1/3”)

**Remote Power Supply**
Karton Shades (cont’d)

Vidro Shades
24VDC LED - Pendants

Vidro Shades (cont’d)

Vidro - Cylinder - 8" Ht x 3" Dia. - White Glass Finish (VS-GL-CYL-8-WG)

Knitted Orb Shades

6" Knitted Shade with Candelabra Gem

8" Knitted Shade with Candelabra Gem

Knitted Orb - 6" Dia. - Ora Finish (KN-O-6-ORA)

Knitted Orb - 8" Dia. - Ora Finish (KN-O-8-ORA)

Knitted Orb - 6" Dia. - Lior Finish (KN-O-6-LIOR)

Knitted Orb - 8" Dia. - Lior Finish (KN-O-8-LIOR)

Knitted Orb - 6" Dia. - Uri Finish (KN-O-6-URI)

Knitted Orb - 8" Dia. - Uri Finish (KN-O-8-URI)
24VDC LED - Pendants

Benton Shades

- 4" Conic Shade, Candelabra Gem (BN-CN-4-N)
- 6" Kappa Shade, Candelabra Gem (BN-KP-6-N)
- 5" Benton Shade, Candelabra Gem (BN-CN-4-BLK)

- Benton - Conic - 4" Dia. - Natural Finish (BN-CN-4-N)
- Benton - Conic - 4" Dia. - Sorrel Finish (BN-CN-4-SRL)
- Benton - Conic - 4" Dia. - White Finish (BN-CN-4-WH)
- Benton - Conic - 4" Dia. - Black Finish (BN-CN-4-BLK)

- Kappa - 6" Dia. - Black Finish (BN-KP-6-BLK)
- Kappa - 6" Dia. - Sorrel Finish (BN-KP-6-SRL)
- Benton - Kappa - 6" Dia. - Natural Finish (BN-KP-6-N)
- Kappa - 6" Dia. - White Finish (BN-KP-6-WH)

- Benton - Cuboid - 5" H. - White Finish (BN-CB-5-WH)
- Benton - Cuboid - 5" H. - Natural Finish (BN-CB-5-N)
- Benton - Cuboid - 5" H. - Sorrel Finish (BN-CB-5-SRL)
- Benton - Cuboid - 5" H. - Black Finish (BN-CB-5-BLK)

TEGAN Lighting
24VDC LED - Pendants
Remote Power Supply